we
light up
excellence

light up
is our
mission
3F Filippi S.p.A. is active in the Lighting industry for more than 60 years, with extensive experience in the
design and manufacture of technically efficient Lighting systems.
Our products, designed and manufactured exclusively in facilities in Pian di Macina, close to Bologna,
proudly brings our Made in Italy in more than 50 countries, thanks to an extensive sales network that
includes regional and overseas offices.
As ISO 9001-certified company for technical Lighting design, we work together with the best technical
Lighting designers to provide our customers with quality Lighting in line with the latest regulations.
We guarantee the best performance, especially in the industrial, commercial and service sectors, providing
customised solutions for each customer.

light
on
facts

3F Filippi S.p.A.
1952 - Company founded by Romano Bonazzi
62 years of activity
300 employees
60.000 squared meters over 2 manufacturing sites in Pian di Macina - Bologna - Italy
50 countries managed worldwide (Europe, South America, Asia and Oceania)
Sales and shipping network with regional and international offices
Exclusive range of products dedicated to various sectors: industry, offices, public spaces, hospitals,
transportation.

a
lit up
company

Leader in the Lighting industry at international level, the company invests in technology, innovation and
human resources for more than 60 years. Two offices and two manufacturing sites of 60 thousand square
meters which, thanks to the efforts of Research and Development department, represent the excellence of
Made in Italy.
Design and technology are mixed with high performance, excellent cost effectiveness and energy saving.
Competence and know-how acquired over time, along with the ability to anticipate the times with a
constant eye to the future, allow 3F Filippi to perform the specific requirements of international customers
in a highly-personalized way.
Its products “Light up” more than 50 countries worldwide.
Know, enhance and explain the light with its light fixtures in order to improve the quality of people’s lives, of
the environment and the economy: this is the mission of 3F Filippi.
With this spirit, it has become a leading manufacturer of fluorescent fixture - particularly dedicated to
industrial, commercial and service areas.
LEDs, the final frontier to which the company is devoting, helps 3F Filippi to offer tailor-made solutions for a
high energy saving Lighting.

we
light up
people

Light can influence human health in a positive or negative way, causing important biological and emotional
effects. In order to provide the best customized solution, we should focus on the effects generated by the
“non-visual” light.
3F Filippi, as a member of ASSIL (National Association of Lighting Manufacturers) joins the project Human
Centric Lighting (led by Lighting Europe association) to promote efficient Lighting and quality to ensure the
environmental protection, human comfort, health and safety for the consumers.
For the first time, a market survey made jointly by LightingEurope, ZVEI (Association
of German manufacturers of electrical and electronic products ) and the global
management consulting firm AT Kearney, showed that the Human Centric Lighting
(people-designed Lighting) promotes comfort and health of people with solutions that
actively support the circadian rhythm, improving concentration levels, preventing discomforts of various
kinds for the benefit of well-being both at home as well as at work, in health areas, commerce and
education centers.
Lighting solutions, specifically designed for each context with sophisticated systems of management and
control, are a sure-growth market “fueled” by the evolution from traditional Light sources to LEDs, of which
European industry can absolutely take a leading role.

we
light up
places

3F Filippi Lights up different
worlds, in an innovative way.
Its products travel on trains
and subways, are installed
in hospitals and in retail
shops, offices, banks,
technologically advanced
sites, in the most prestigious
design venues and in the
most important museums
and art galleries in Europe.
Wherever they ensure quality
standards of the highest level.

Industry

Offices

Hospital

Common areas
Recovery rooms
White rooms
Laboratories

Common areas
Education
Supermarkets
Shops
Retail
Mall galleries

Transportation
Railways
Tubes
Airports
Train stations

light
for
projects

What more could you ask to a Light fitting than joining high quality components, design, quality standards
that meet the strictest European and international safety standards, functionality and sustainability
together?
3F Filippi product range, from the compact decorative to the suspended ones, from the recessed to the
Lighting systems for specific applications for hospitals or railway tunnel covers a wide range of application
for interior and exterior.
Louvres and high efficiency flow recuperators, dimmable electronic wiring, customized fixtures designed
for electronic ballasts and lamps, all these products provide maximal energy savings and the perfect visual
comfort, also in combination with Light or presence sensors.
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for
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Preservation of environmental resources has led 3F Filippi to cooperate with the best Lighting designers to
the research and the formulation of new solutions for a Light full of quality and efficiency.
This research is driven by a selection of the raw materials and the processes to enhanced durability, the
use of components certified according to the latest regulations, the use of intelligent wirings to maximize
saving.
With the 3F Filippi EDG Logo (a certification to Rate the Economy Management), the company
identifies the most advanced products in line with European standards.

Sustaining Member in the GreenLight Programme (launched by the European Commission
in order to decrease energy consumption), 3F Filippi carries out an awareness campaign to
improve the quality and efficiency of Lighting in industrial, commercial and public applications.

quality
under the
spotlight

3F Filippi is a certified UNI EN ISO 9001 company.
Internal photometric tests are led meeting the UNI EN 13032 and CIE 121.
Optimized optical flow recuperators are developed by using a customized software that allows to achieve
maximum efficiency and Light distribution suitable for the most different applications.
This commitment has been recognized and certified by CSQ (Italian Certification of Company
Quality Systems) for the entire process of Lighting design.

Furthermore, 3F Filippi is a member of ASSIL (National Association of the Italian Lighting Manufacturers)
is a partner and supporter of the institution for IES (Illuminating Engineering Society of North America) and
AIDI (Italian Lighting Association).

Be an excellence,
light up with our
products and make
the difference. Real.
Discover more on:

www.3F-Filippi.com

Follow us on:

illuminazione
Web
e-Mail
Telephone
Fax

www.3F-Filippi.com
3F-Filippi@3F-Filippi.it
+39.051.6529611
+39.051.775884

Head office and factory
Via del Savena, 28 - Z.I. Piastrella
40065 Pian di Macina - Pianoro (Bologna) - Italy
Tax Code. 01033260371 - VAT IT00529461204
Share Capital € 3,000,000 fully paid up
Business Register of Bologna No. 01033260371 - REA No. 234613

